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Introduction
This is the second small  eBook in a series of three,
which has been written so that you can make the best
use of your starter culture and bake bread at home
which you can be proud of.

Hopefully,  by the time you read this eBook, you wil l
have a thriving starter culture bubbling away in its jar
and hopefully you are now ready to  take he plunge and
bake with it !

This booklet aims to help you continue your journey to
making beautiful sourdough breads at home. We
recommend reading this through with a cuppa before
you get started.

For support at any point during your journey visit  our
dedicated group:

Glasgow Bakers Group

http://www.facebook.com/groups/glasgowbakers


Before you get started making your bread it  is worth
noting that the method I am going to discuss here is
the method that I use at home. In my professional
career I have made bread in much larger batches in
different locations and using a variety of methods.. .  but
this works well  at home. 

As I am sure you wil l  recognise, there is a huge
difference between a commercial kitchen and your
home workspace. As we live in an older property our
kitchen can be incredibly cold, which means it  often
takes longer for my starters to really become active at
room temperature. It  also slows down the rate at which
my dough proves and often I don't prove in the fridge
overnight during winter months! 

What I want you to take from this are the basic skil ls
and understanding to make sourdough and then the
interest to research further.  There is a slew of
information available on Youtube, Facebook and in the
wide range of books available on the subject.

We wil l  cover my basic method, terminology (I  include a
glossary at the back of this eBook) and a variety of
recipes for you to try out.  

Let's get started.. .

Let's Begin



This is essential ly the general method you wil l  use to
make your sourdough bread. Whilst everyones schedule
wil l  differ,  and we shall  discuss that shortly,  these steps
are the building blocks of your sourdough baking.

1.  FEED THE STARTER
Ideally,  you want your starter to be nice and lively
before you start your bread. If  your starter has been in
the fridge you wil l  need to bring it  to room temperature
and refresh; this is explained a litt le later.  Once it  is
active you need to take the next step.

2. BUILD A LEVAIN 
A levain is an in-between step that ensures your starter
is more active and forms the yeast element of your
bread recipe. To make your levain: 

50g Sourdough Starter
100g Strong White Flour
90g Tepid Water approx 26°C

This example makes enough for two loaves.

3. MIX THE DOUGH & AUTOLYSE
Mix al l  your ingredients except the levain. You aren’t
looking to knead or get everything perfect.  Just mix
until  al l  the ingredients are ful ly incorporated. And
leave in a bowl,  covered, for 2-3 hours.

Basic Method 



4. STRETCH AND FOLD
Add your levain to the bowl, grab one side of the dough, stretch it out,
and fold it back over the dough in the bowl to incorporate the levain.
Imagine that the dough is square at this step and do this four times.
Allow 30 minutes between each stretch and fold for approximately 3
hours. This is often referred to as 'Bulk Fermenting'.

5. SHAPE
Place your dough on a floured surface. Grabbing at opposite sides of
the ball of dough, pull the edges into the middle. Keep working around
the dough until you have a tight round of dough.

6. PROOF
Place your dough into your banneton, a bowl, or a bowl with a cotton
tea towel that has been generously sprinkled with flour. Leave to proof
30 minutes to 2 hours depending on the ambient temperature or a
maximum of 12 hours in the fridge.

7. BAKE
Preheat your oven with your cast iron or casserole dish / dutch oven at
the highest temperature it will go. Remove your bread from the
proofing basket tipping it carefully onto a sheet of baking paper. 

Ensure the surface is evenly floured and use a razor to score a pattern
into it. Slide this into your heated dutch oven and bake with the lid on
for 30 minutes at 220°C. Remove the lid and bake for another 10 mins
to colour the loaf. 

Then switch off the oven and crack the door open to cure the loaf.



Not to confuse you, but you wil l  need to fol low a
schedule when baking sourdough. Here I have outlined
my own, that I  use when I make sourdough at home. 

This is my tried and tested method for getting loaves
just the way I want them. This has been developed via
much trial and error and is a product of the
environment I bake in. 

Sourdough preparation and the resulting loaf wil l
depend entirely upon the f lour and water you use along
with the environment it  is made in; i .e Is the room very
cold and was your water fi l tered?

Living in an older property I have a cold kitchen so I
extend my times for the levain and bulk ferment yet
reduce my proofing time.

Please don't let any of this confuse you. It  is better to
go ahead and try my method then decide for yourself
through subsequent baking what works better for you.

And if  you need any support,  just ask, either the baking
group or Google; there is plenty of information out there
for an inquisitive baker!

My Schedule



DAY 1 - The day before baking

MORNING

REFRESH STARTER
In the morning remove the starter from the fridge and
allow it  to come to room temperature. Refresh by
throwing away half of the starter and placing the half
you have retained into a new, clean, container.

Refresh Mix 
All  saved starter
75g Strong White Flour
60g Tepid Water approx 26°C

Do this early in the day or just feed as usual if  you are
maintaining your starter daily.

EVENING

PREPARE YOUR LEVAIN
Make a levain before bedtime and allow it  to sit  at
ambient temperature overnight.

50g Active Starter
100g Strong White Flour
90g Tepid Water approx 26°C

Mix together thoroughly in a jug or jar amd loosely
cover with clingfi lm. Sit your levain alongside your
starter so that it  can get to work under ambient
temperature.



DAY 2 - BAKING DAY!

MIX THE DOUGH & AUTOLYSE 
Approx 2-3 hours

ADD IN LEVAIN, FOLD AND BULK FERMENT 
Approx 3 hours with Stretch & Fold at 30-minute increments

PRE-SHAPE AND PROVE
Bench rest 30 minutes, shape and proof for 2 hours

SCORE
Tip loaf out onto baking parchment and score a pattern to allow CO2
to escape and prevent exploding. 

BAKE
Put into a preheated dutch oven and bake for 40 minutes with the lid
on, a further 15 minutes with the lid off then cure for the time it takes for
the oven to cool completely.

WHY USE A SCHEDULE?

Personally if I don't have something written down or a timer set I will
often miss a step or mess something up as I go about my other day to
day activities in the home/office. 

You may not be as absent minded as I and therefore not need one, it
is something I find works well personally. 



FLOUR 
It is recommended that you use organic stoneground
strong bread f lour.  This is to ensure there is active
yeast in the f lour that you can turn into a starter but
also so that you can create a loaf with excellent gluten
structure. You can use additional f lours in the mix as
long as you fol low the baker’s percentages rules and do
not put in more than you need. Blended f lours can result
in f lavour and colour variations. For the recipe
contained in this booklet we are focussing on a plain
white sourdough. You can make bread with varying
mixes of f lour to create different results both in f lavour
and finish.

SALT
This is important for f lavour. Be sure to use good
quality salt  and not table salt .  Salt  aids gluten
development and assists as a natural preservative.

WATER
Use water that is fi l tered not disti l led. The water should
sti l l  be oxygenated and at room temperature, for it  to
have its best effect.  You wil l  commonly hear the term
'hydration' used with sourdough and that wil l  most
likely fol low with a percentage. 

This is mostly technical jargon discussing the amount
of water in the recipe and always relates to the amount
of f lour used; as your sourdough journey progresses
you wil l  become accustomed to bakers percentages.

Ingredients



CAST IRON POT WITH LID
Ideal for creating the perfect baking environment using
the Dutch Oven method.

METAL BENCH SCRAPER
Used to prevent the dough from sticking to your hands
or worktop.

KILNER JAR
Glass is recyclable and allows you to view your culture’s
activity.

DIGITAL SCALES
A must-have for al l  bakers! Digital scales are
inexpensive and accurate.

MIXING BOWL
A worthwhile investment.  You wil l  make all  your
sourdough in it .

PROOFING BASKET / BANNETON
Helps to shape and in some cases give texture/pattern
to your loaf.

PLASTIC DOUGH SCRAPER
This is used to manipulate dough in the mixing bowl.

THERMOMETER
To my mind not essential ,  unless you absolutely want to
get into the scientific aspect of sourdough baking,
however it  is worth noting that yeast is more active in
water Water at 20°C to 27°C. 

Equipment



We are now ready to get cracking on our sourdough
baking. I  have listed two basic recipes that I use as a
base for any of my breads. I  would suggest that you aim
to master at least one before you look to start being
creative. 

The Basic White and the Mixed Grain loaves are my
absolute staples and I bake both regularly.

Look at the two basic loaves as a stepping stone along
your baking journey and a necessary one to achieving
bril l iant breads you can be proud of!  

Basic Batches



BASIC WHITE SOURDOUGH BREAD
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 

500g Strong White Flour
350g Water
125g Levain
10g Salt

METHOD

Mix your levain in with your water and stir until it is dissolved. Pour into
a bowl with your flour and bring together using a  fork. Keep the salt to
one side for now.

Bring the dough to a smoother ball by hand, ensuring there is no dry
flour left in the bowl. Allow to sit at ambient temperature and autolyse
for 2-3 hours. You are looking for the dough to develop gluten and
therefore elasticity.

Add in the salt then follow the stretch and fold technique to build
structure. Over the next three hours stretch and fold at 30-minute
increments before allowing to rest for the remaining 1 hour 30 of that
time.

Tip out onto a floured surface and shape to a ball then rest for 30
minutes before shaping and placing seam up in a well floured
banneton. Allow for immediate proof at room temperature for up to 2
hours. 

The loaf is ready to bake once the dough springs back and leaves only
a small indentation on the surface.



MIXED FLOUR SOURDOUGH BREAD
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
300g Strong White Flour
100g Spelt Flour
50g Rye Flour
50g Wholemeal Flour
350g Water
125g Levain 
10g Salt

METHOD

Mix your levain in with your water and stir until it is dissolved. Pour into
a bowl with your flour and bring together using a  fork. Keep the salt to
one side for now.

Bring the dough to a smoother ball by hand, ensuring there is no dry
flour left in the bowl. Allow to sit at ambient temperature and autolyse
for 2-3 hours. You are looking for the dough to develop gluten and
therefore elasticity.

Add in the salt then follow the stretch and fold technique to build
structure. Over the next three hours stretch and fold at 30-minute
increments before allowing to rest for the remaining 1 hour 30 of that
time.

Tip out onto a floured surface and shape to a ball then rest for 30
minutes before shaping and placing seam up in a well floured
banneton. Allow for immediate proof at room temperature for up to 2
hours.

The loaf is ready to bake once the dough springs back and leaves only
a small indentation on the surface.



BAKING

This step is the same for both loaves. Preheat your oven with your
dutch oven inside, to the hottest temperature it has approx 220 °C /
420 °F / gas mark 7.

Using parchment, tip the loaf out onto the paper and ensure there is a
nice coating of flour. Score a pattern using a razor. Rice flour is often
used here to keep the loaf exterior white and shows off any scoring
effectively.

Slide your loaf into the pre-heated dutch oven and bake your loaf with
the lid of the cast iron pan on for 30-40 minutes. Baking times may
vary between ovens.

I find using a spray bottle I can add a small amount of liquid into the
pan to allow for  better rise from the bread. The water/steam allows
the surface of the loaf to remain supple and stretch as the loaf bakes.

After 30-40 minutes remove the lid and bake for a further 10-15
minutes to colour the loaf. Without removing the loaf from the oven,
turn off the appliance and crack the door open slightly. 

This is the curing process. Allow the loaf and oven to completely cool
before you remove it. The curing process develops the crust and more
importantly the flavour. 

Enjoy!



Method to our Madness

I' l l  wager you weren't expecting this too be too technique
heavy, well ,  i t  is and it  isn't .  As with anything most of the
preparation becomes habitual,  the more you bake
sourdough, and the shaping becomes more like muscle
memory.

Stretching & Folding

Folding helps add both structure and strength to bread
dough through tension. You achieve this through a very
simple series of actions: stretch the dough out and over
itself .  This act of stretching and folding, which takes just a
few moments, helps develop the gluten network in the
dough with each fold having a significant impact on
dough strength.

Through folding, we're also helping to regulate dough
temperature throughout the mass. This ensures the
dough's temperature is relatively even throughout with no
cool or warm spots at the top or bottom. Though we wont
go into temperature in this document.

This method also gives us a chance to handle the dough
and gain a firsthand assessment on how it 's developing:
is the dough sluggish because it 's cool in the kitchen?
This means we might need to extend bulk fermentation. Is
it  strong enough for pre-shaping or does it  need another
set of folds? By interacting with the dough in this way, we
have an opportunity to answer these questions and adjust
course as necessary.

Technique



When should I stretch and fold?

This process works best when you perform a quick series of folds and
then let the dough rest. If you try to perform another set too soon, you'll
find the dough is too tight. It'll be hard to stretch and may even tear.
For most doughs, I find spacing out each set by 30 to be just right.

How to fold bread dough

There are many ways to fold bread dough, but my preference is to
perform them directly in the bowl. First, get a small bowl filled with
water and place it next to your bulk container. Dip your hands in the
water before folding to prevent excessive sticking.

You will perform the same up-and-over motion four times, turning the
bowl after each fold. Use two wet hands and grab the side of the
dough farthest from you, then lift it up and over to the side nearest
your body. 

Next, rotate your container 180°, wet your hands again if necessary,
and perform the same stretch and fold. Next, rotate your container 90°.
Grab the side of the dough farthest from you; once again stretch it up
and over to the side of the container nearest your body. Rotate your
bowl 180° and perform the same fold one final time.

How many sets of folds are needed?

There's no single answer for how many sets your dough needs. If you
hand-mix your dough, two to four sets should do it. Of course, the type
of flour and hydration in a recipe also play a big role in answering this
question.



As a general rule, the slacker the dough, the more folds you'll need to
sufficiently strengthen it. This follows the more liquid (or higher the
hydration) the slacker the dough will be. 

I usually make a judgement call after I perform a set of stretches and
folds: was the dough hard to stretch out and fold over? If so, I likely can
omit future sets of folding and let the dough rest for the remainder of
bulk fermentation. Was the dough still slack and elastic? If so, I might
do another set and reassess afterward.

It is worth noting that if you perform too many stretch and folds you will
end up with a dough that is too tight and will not rise fully. This is
where your practice will come into play. Always make notes on your
recipe!

When to end bulk fermentation?

Finding the exact point when to end bulk fermentation, like knowing
how many stretches and folds to perform, takes practice. With time,
you'll learn to read the signs of sufficient fermentation: dough strength,
elasticity, smoothness, volume gain, and bubbly appearance.

Making this call can be difficult. Cutting bulk fermentation short might
mean your dough won't be sufficiently fermented and you'll head
toward an under-proofed result. On the other hand, if you push bulk
fermentation too far, your dough will be hard to handle and on the
verge of over-proofing. 

As before there's a balance to be found and understanding this this
will come with experience.



The fol lowing recipes are al l  based upon the two I have
now presented, they work for me every time and what
fol lows are recipes that I have successful ly adapted
from them.

If you don't l ike the f lavours or spices I have chosen
then feel free to change them, tinker with taste
combinations that suit you and dont be afraid to be
creative!

Something More



FIG & WALNUT SOURDOUGH 
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
Basic White Dough
85g Diced Dried Figs (or Cranberries)
85g Walnuts, roughly chopped

METHOD

Soak your fruit and nuts in a couple of tablespoons of water overnight.
This prevents drying out during baking. Be sure to drain them
thoroughly before adding to your dough.

Follow the Basic White Dough Recipe adding in the prepared fruit &
nuts at the stretch and fold stage.  

BAKING

Bake as per the recipe, as the fruit and nuts have been pre soaked
they shouldn't burn and will add a little additional moisture to the
bread. 

ENJOY!

The resulting loaf is fabulous toasted with butter or can be used for a
nice bruschetta or open sandwich.



BLACKBERRY AND APPLE SOURDOUGH
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
Mixed Flour Dough 
75g Fresh Blackberries
1 Organic Apple 

METHOD
Thoroughly wash your fruit then core and thinly slice your apple or you
can grate it if you prefer.  

Follow the Mixed Flour Recipe adding in the prepared fruit at the last
stretch and fold stage.  Be mindful, if the apple is grated, of the
quantity of liquid this will add to your loaf. When proofing be sure to
use a liner as  blackberries can stain your banneton.

BAKING

Bake as per the recipe, the fruit will add moisture to the loaf and any
fruit on the surface of the dough will blacken and caramelise giving
the loaf both a rustic look and fantastic flavour.

ENJOY!

The resulting loaf is wonderful as a breakfast loaf or toasted with
strong cheeses.



CHEESE & CHIVE SOURDOUGH
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
Basic White Dough
100g Mature Cheddar
Small bunch of Chives
5g Ground Black pepper

METHOD
Grate your cheddar and finely chop your chives. Reserve until needed.
Add your pepper in with the salt.

Follow the Mixed Flour Recipe adding in the cheese and chives at the
last stretch and fold stage.  you can reserve a small amount of cheese,
say 10g to sprinkle on your loaf prior to baking. When proofing be sure
to use a liner as the cheese can make the dough sticky.

BAKING

Bake as per the recipe, the cheese on the surface will create colour as
it cooks and five you a very rustic looking loaf.

ENJOY!

The resulting loaf is possibly the best sandwich bread EVER and very
popular with children. 



ROASTED GARLIC & ROSEMARY
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
Basic White Dough
3 Cloves of Garlic
2 sprigs of fresh Rosemary

METHOD
Roast your garlic in the oven and then turn into a paste with a spoon.
Roast garlic is very soft so this is easy to do in a small cup. Remove the
rosemary needles from the larger stem and rough chop. Reserve until
required

Follow the Basic White Recipe adding in the garlic and rosemary at
the last stretch and fold stage.  When proofing be sure to use a liner as
the garlic will make the dough sticky and the flavour can linger in the
basket.

BAKING

Bake as per the recipe and be prepared for the most wonderful smell
in your kitchen.

ENJOY!

The resulting loaf is an ideal substitute for focaccia with your favourite
Italian meal and is lower in calories than a garlic bread on account of
there being no butter.



OLIVE & THYME SOURDOUGH
(Makes 1 Loaf)

INGREDIENTS 
Mixed Flour Dough
80g Kalamata Olives
4 Sprigs Thyme

METHOD
Strip the leaves from the sprigs of thyme and roughly chop the olives. If
there is any brine/oil from the olives left you can use that as part of the
liquid for the dough. Reserve until required.

Follow the Mixed Flour Dough recipe adding in the olives and thyme at
the last stretch and fold stage.  When proofing be sure to use a liner as
the oil/brine can make the dough sticky.

BAKING

Bake as per the recipe and be prepared for the most wonderful smell
in your kitchen.

ENJOY!

The resulting loaf ai also very nice with Italian food, just perfect for
Bruschetta or as an accompaniment to hearty soups. 



Now what good is al l  this time you have spent making
beautiful loaves if  you aren't  going to show them off? I
would, naturally,  recommend that you share your loaves
with friends and family.

Baking amazing bread is both a passion of mine and a
life skil l  I  believe everyone should learn. But be mindful
that it  takes practice and commitment to achieve
success, in anything, with bread making being no
different.

Whilst baking insta-worthy bread is a thing of joy, the
flavour is the most important thing (to me),  don't  be
afraid of mistakes, that is where you wil l  learn the most
valuable lessons! Feel free to tag us if  you share your
efforts online.

#glasgowbakers

Additionally you can join the Glasgow Bakers Group and
post your bakes there. I  know there is quite a few
people who wil l  be keen to see what you have made
and offer you tips and feedback.

I know, from previous experience, that when I write I
can easily get carried away and start dropping
terminology with litt le to no explanation, which wont
help anyone. I  have added a litt le more meat to the
bones below over the next few pages.

Show Off

https://www.facebook.com/groups/glasgowbakers


AUTOLYSE

In biology, autolysis,  more commonly known as self-
digestion, refers to the destruction of a cell  through the
action of its own enzymes. It  may also refer to the
digestion of an enzyme by another molecule of the same
enzyme. Interesting, right?

Whereas in baking Autolysing is a technique that is easily
introduced into your bread making routine and delivers a
dough that's easier to work with and shape, and a loaf
with better texture, rise and f lavour. It 's a deceptively
simple process whereby you just combine the f lour and
water in a bowl and mix unti l  no dry f lour remains then
leave to sit  for 1 to 3 hours.

Any longer and and you wil l  eventually break down the
gluten structure, which wil l  be detrimental to your bread
structure. . . .  But white f lour can benefit  from autolysis in
as litt le as only 10 minutes. The 1 to 3 hour window is
where you should start to see a more significant
difference though.

BAKERS PERCENTAGES

Baker's percentage is a notation method indicating the
proportion of an ingredient relative to the f lour used in a
recipe when making breads, cakes, muffins, and other
baked goods. In using baker's percentage, each
ingredient in a formula is expressed as a percentage of
the f lour weight,  and the f lour weight is always expressed
as 100%. This al lows the baker to easily scale recipes up
or down according to what he needs.

Glossary



BULK FERMENTATION

Bulk fermentation, which is also called the first rise (or primary
fermentation) is one of the most important steps of yeast bread
baking. It begins right when mixing ends and lasts until the dough is
divided and preshaped. The name signifies exactly what it is: the step
when the dough is fermenting in a large, single mass. It is during the
Bulk Fermentation stage that you will perform your stretch and folding
to create your loaf.

DUTCH OVEN

A Dutch oven (not to be confused with masonry oven) is a thick-walled
cooking pot with a tight-fitting lid. Dutch ovens are usually made of
seasoned cast iron; however, some Dutch ovens are instead made of
cast aluminium, or ceramic.

When placed inside an oven, 'Dutch Ovens' conduct heat and transfer
it to the food inside from all directions. The ability of the cookware to
hold this heat means that less energy is required for long, slow
cooking methods. The ovenproof lid helps retain moisture and
prevents drying during long cooking times. This makes a dutch oven
perfect for bread baking.

HYDRATION

The ratio of liquid ingredients (primarily water) to flour in the dough. A
dough with 500g of flour and 310g of water has a hydration of 62%
(310/500).



LEVAIN

A levain, also called a leaven or levain starter, is an off-shoot of your
sourdough starter, and it's a mixture of fresh flour, water, and some
ripe starter. This mixture will be used entirely in a batch of dough and
has the same fate as the bread dough you're mixing: you will bake it in
the oven. Often you may hear a levain referred to as a sponge, a
poolish or a pre-ferment.

PROOF

In baking, proofing (also called proving) is a step in the preparation of
yeast bread and other baked goods where the dough is allowed to
rest and rise a final time before baking. During this rest period, yeast
ferments the dough and produces gases, thereby leavening the
dough.

REFRESHING

When it comes to starters and feeding schedules you will notice that
the starter will grow as it is fed and then shrink after its peak.
Refreshing a starter is essentially you causing your starter to get ready
to be used in baking.  Essentially a refresh is the act of waking it up
before it goes to work.

SCORING

Scoring is the technique term for slashing bread dough before baking
with a sharp knife or lame. Slashing creates weak spots in the bread's
crust, allowing for expansion instead of burst seams.



Writing this has been a lot of fun for me. Whilst I  have
experience making sourdough I don't know that I
consider myself to be an expert.  I  enjoy baking and
encourage others to do the same. I enjoy writing hence
I share my knowledge where I am able.

Now you have read through this book, you should put
your new knowledge into practice, as the saying goes
'practice makes perfect'  and that is true of sourdough.
Given enough time we should hope that this skil l
becomes like muscle memory. That is where, I  believe,
true joy in baking comes from.

If you enjoyed this book or have any comments feel free
to contact me I would love to hear from you!  Should you
wish to, you can buy me a coffee using the fol lowing
link.

Mmmm Coffee

Thank You

http://ko-fi.com/ianbrooke


Bread (or products marketed as such) is a fundamental
part of our diet:  99% of UK households buy it* and 74%
of us eat it  at least once a day**.

Unfortunately,  most of the 12 mil l ion loaves produced in
Britain each day are made using methods that arguably
have litt le regard for nutritional qualities or the
environmental and social impact of production and
distribution. 

It  is vital that we all  help to rescue bread from its
status as a bland and adulterated fi l l ing carrier - the
thing that keeps your fingers dry when eating a
sandwich.

Sustain is fighting for a return to Real Bread and
finding ways to make all  bread:

Better for you
Better for your community 
Better for the planet

You can find out more here.

*Source: Mintel ,  February 2004
**Source: http://www.fabflour.co.uk/

Use Your Loaf

https://www.sustainweb.org/realbread/



